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Abstract: Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) is one of the key cognitive theories that have been used to assess learners’ information and 
working memory load. CLT has been applied to Simulation Based Education (SBE) and optimizing instructional design. However, 
a challenge that occurs is that these high-fidelity simulations and mannequins of critically ill patients can elicit negative emotions in 
learners which can unfavorably impact the learning process. There is also a potential for cognitive overload if the simulation is more 
authentic and requires more dynamic interactions and lead to high levels of anxiety due to a novel learning environment, which can 
also have detrimental effects on learning process. Hence, it is critical for health professional educators (HPE) to know how to 
minimize cognitive load to improve learning as a professional in a workplace setting. The literature on the role of emotions, intrinsic 
motivation, cognitive load is scarce in HPE literature. Specifically when not being studied together at once since they move 
dynamically together and affect the learning for the learner. Therefore, the purpose of this perspective paper is to cover the gap in 
the literature and propose a framework and recommendation for future HPE research. 
Keywords: motivation, simulation-based education, cognitive load, emotions, situational motivation

Overview and Introduction
Education science can be broadly described as the study of improving teaching process. It includes research of different 
teaching methods and how to improve them for effective learner outcomes.1,2 Therefore, studies that evaluate and study 
neuro and behavior aspects of learning such as cognition, emotions, and motivation are showing interesting evidence of 
how learners think and learn, especially in medical education clinical settings.3–8 The aim of the perspective paper is to 
review and highlight existing research on Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), emotions, and intrinsic motivation among 
health care learners in a simulation-based environment. As well as identify limitation and propose a recommendation to 
the future medical education scholars to consider based on the identified limitation.

Cognitive Load
CLT was developed by John Sweller in 1988, who described “cognitive load” as the amount of information working memory can 
hold at one time. Sweller suggested that since working memory has limited capacity, instructional methods need to be effective, 
and they should not overload the memory with unnecessary activities and information that do not contribute to learning.9,10 CLT 
builds on a widely accepted model of human information processing in the brain which has three main parts: sensory memory, 
working memory and long-term memory. Sensory memory filters out unnecessary sensory information that we are constantly 
bombarded with but keeps important items long enough to pass to working memory.11,12 Working memory can hold 7 ± 2 items or 
information at a time.13 As the brain processes this information, it categorizes it into “schemas” or knowledge structures, as it 
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becomes stored in the long-term memory.11 CLT suggests that because working memory is limited, instructional techniques and 
learning experiences should be designed to reduce the working memory “load” and make schema formation efficient. In other 
words, since the brain can only hold so much information at once, instructors need to be intentional with what they teach students 
and what they ask them to do. There are three types of cognitive load: 1) Intrinsic, Extraneous, and Germane loads. Intrinsic 
cognitive load (ICL) is directly relevant to learning and the content. Extraneous cognitive load (ECL) refers to the source of 
demand on working memory that is unnecessary for learning. Germane load (GL) refers to the mental resource that facilitates 
schemas to store in long-term memory.14–16 A common validated instrument that is used to measure cognitive load is a subjective 
self-report 10-item instrument developed by Leppink et al17–20 The multidimensional scale assesses ICL based on complexity of 
the instructional content, ECL based on participants’ perceptions of the negative attributes of information presented during 
instruction, and GL based on perceived contributions of the instructions and explanations during the learning activities. Responses 
are recorded on a 9-point scale where 0 = very very low mental effort and 9 = very very high mental effort.21 Studies reported that 
measuring the cognitive loads after an instructional process can provide useful information about learners, and the issue of 
variability in learning outcomes that exists between different learners despite receiving similar instruction.20

Introduction to the Problem: Simulation Based Education Based on 
Cognitive Load Theory
Simulation Based Education (SBE) has been known to be an effective and preferred instructional technique in health professions. 
A systematic review revealed that simulation positively has large effects on learner’s knowledge, skills, and patient outcomes.22 

CLT has been applied to SBE to optimize instructional design for improved learning outcomes.23–25 Clinical skills acquisition is 
a common learning objective for medical education laboratory skills and simulation.26,27 In the simulation world, the modern 
mannequins are a sophisticated way to create real time changes in hemodynamics, vital signs and respond to clinical interventions. 
It creates a safe place for interventions to be performed and practice by students that are deemed dangerous to practice on actual 
patients and creates a safe learning environment.23 However, there is a potential for cognitive overload if the simulation is more 
authentic and requires more dynamic interactions, which can impair learning.28 A study by Fraser et al demonstrated that high 
ECL during training with clinical simulation is associated with decreased learning and impaired performance of clinical skills.29 

One of the ways ECL can be reduced is by introducing learners to the simulation environment in advance, since being in an 
unfamiliar environment can consume more cognitive resources, as learners may not know what resources are available in the 
room.30 Hence, it is significant to tailor ICL to the level of the learner, minimize ECL, and optimize GL to enhance learning during 
simulation. However, more areas should be considered that have not been explored simultaneously with CL enough in the 
literature, such as motivation and emotions, that ultimately affect learning outcomes. This is mostly due to the dynamic effect 
nature of these factors on learning.

Cognitive Load Theory and Motivation
Motivation has been dichotomized for several decades into intrinsic and extrinsic categories.31 Intrinsic motivation comes 
from carrying out a task solely for enjoyment and out of personal interest. Extrinsic motivation, on the other hand, pertains to 
behaviors where goal of action extends beyond the task or activity itself. Another terminology coined is situational motivation, 
which refers to the motivation that comes when engaging in an activity and is the “here and now” of motivation.31

It is important to assess a person’s situational (or intrinsic) motivation to understand their current self-regulatory process. 
A validated self-report scale called the Situational Motivation Scale (SIMS) has been used to assess participant’s reaction towards 
an activity at any given time. The scores range from 1 (corresponds not at all) to 7 (corresponds exactly to a given situation.32 

A study by Escher et al utilized SIMS to assess medical students self-reported motivation to participate in simulation-based 
teamwork, and found that students’ patient safety attitudes toward patient safety had positive correlation to motivation.33 Another 
prospective cohort study that utilized SIMS found that a repetitive SBE had no significant effect on situational motivation, but after 
three-day bedside teaching, the external and identified motivation of 3rd year medical students decreased. The authors Moll- 
Khosrawi et al shown the light on the importance of preventing the unintended decrease of intrinsic motivation in medical 
students, and that they should be supervised and tactically introduced to bedside teaching.34 Additionally, a recent study by Hadie 
et al revealed CLT-based online lectures promoted the students’ comprehension of the lecture content, self-perceived learning, 
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engagement toward the learning material, and motivation to learn.35 The study also revealed that the students’ intrinsic and 
extraneous cognitive loads had decreased post CLT-based lecture and promoted learning motivation.35 The previously noted 
studies revealed interesting and significant findings about motivation and learning. However, to the author’s knowledge, the 
effects of motivational dimension of learning in relation to SBE and CLT in medical education have not been explored in detail and 
needs further investigations.

Cognitive Load Theory and Emotion
Emotions have significant influence on learning, and critics suggest that emotion and cognition are integrated in the brain that it is 
not possible to separate the emotion and learning since “complex cognitive-emotional behavior emerges from the rich, dynamic 
interactions between brain networks.”29 Plass et al categorize emotions as a source of extraneous cognitive load.36 They argue 
negative emotions can lead to allocation of resources ie, task irrelevant processing of information, that is not directly related to 
learning outcome.37 Task extra processing refers to processes done for emotion regulation that use up cognitive resources, and 
since they are not contributing to the learning goal, they are categorized as extraneous cognitive load.29 Clinical simulations 
contain elements that can trigger anxiety and other negative emotions due to overload of clinical data, associated assessments and 
overall instructions provided, which consume the working memory capacity.37–41 A well-known validated psychometric self- 
report scale used to assess emotions is the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS).42 Several studies have explored this 
tool in various healthcare professions.26,43–47 For example, a study that utilized PANAS and virtual reality (VR) as a teaching tool 
revealed that VR significantly modified learners’ emotions and reinforced positive emotional states. VR facilitated the teaching- 
learning process and made it possible for learners to practice skills in simulated and safer conditions and made the didactic process 
more attractive, thereby influencing learners’ emotions positively.48 However, high-fidelity simulations of life-or-death scenarios 
can influence emotional state and impact ECL. A randomized control trial demonstrated that exposing students to unexpected 
death of a simulated patient increased total CL and they had poorer learning outcomes.49 Another study tested the effects of 
emotional competence (EC) level on simulated emergency care situations in medical residents. They found that subjects with high 
EC level were better able to manage negative affect, and able to put their medical knowledge to work and explore alternative 

Figure 1 This figure shows how all key variables are linked and interact with each other around the learner in terms of relationship (direct or inverse).
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diagnoses.45 Hence, a concern during high-fidelity simulations and mannequins of critically ill patients could elicit negative 
emotions in learners which can unfavorably impact the learning process.

To place all of the presented variables together, in Figure 1 we shows how these variables work together to affect learners 
while being in a clinical environment in terms of interaction and relationship [direct or inverse]. They work dynamically 
together as well as affect each other and eventually impact learning [positively and/or negatively].

Limitations:
As previously mentioned, limitations in existing studies can be summarized and combined where the link between 

intrinsic motivation and emotions have not yet been explored in regards with CLT in healthcare profession students. This 
limitation can be mitigated by shifting the focus on how to provide effective SBE and clarifying features that optimize 
learning outcomes using the these variables together effectively.

Conclusion and Recommendation
The aim of this perspective article was to highlight the limitations and challenges that arise during SBE of health 
profession students in relation to CLT, emotions and motivation. Motivation has been shown to impact learning outcomes 
in SBE.34 As well, emotions can act as ECL in high fidelity simulations and lead to poor learning outcomes.50 The 
specific area of CLT in relation to intrinsic motivation and emotions is worth exploring further in the literature among 
selected professions such as respiratory therapist and nursing as research is showing that promoting motivation and 
a growth mindset can reduce cognitive load. These two professions work in a high intense complex environment (ie 
intensive care unit and emergency rooms) where these factors are major role players for learning. In addition, since 
increased negative emotions associated with simulation can increase ECL and lead to poorer learning outcomes, it is 
crucial for clinical educators to work on ways to minimize ECL. Since healthcare professionals work in high-stress 
situations and stimulating environments, there cognitive load is likely to be constantly on the high end. Therefore, it is 
noteworthy to minimize cognitive load to improve learning as a professional in a workplace setting. This can be achieved 
by investigating the link between CTL, motivation, and emotions, specifically in a simulation-based environment and 
followed in real setting longitudinally.
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